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Your monthly dose of
news you can use:
"White bagging" increasingly disrupting
patient care – Five things you can do
While "white bagging" may reduce costs for payers
and plan sponsors, it does not always equate to
lower cost to the patient. This practice bypasses
many safety checks and balances that exist when
drugs are procured, prepared, and handled
internally within the hospital setting. Evidence is
quickly mounting that white bagging leads to waste,
delays in patient care and medical errors. This is
especially the case with biologics used to treat
chronic conditions and with chemotherapy.

Our expert Steve Rough, MS, RPh, FASHP, and
Visante SVP, explains more here and also provides
five tips on what you can do proactively to address
this and other mounting payer site of care
strategies.

It's almost here! Summer 340B Coalition
Conference 
We hope to see you virtually at the upcoming
conference where we will gather to discuss
providing quality pharmaceutical care to low income
and vulnerable populations while ensuring
compliance with drug pricing laws. Connect with us
to find out how we can help you achieve your
compliance goals! (Register here!)

Check out this NEW video available on our
website where Kristin Fox-Smith shares insights into
how Visante can help you improve compliance
confidence with your 340B program.

You're Invited! // BD Virtual Event //
"Reports and analytics: from information to
insights"
Today at 10:00 AM PT, BD will host a virtual event
focused on pharmacy analytics. You don't want to
miss out on this chance to learn how pharmacy
programs can address C-Suite needs and the
importance of moving from data collection and
metrics reporting to analytics. Register now to
attend and hear insights from Visante, CEO Advisory
Network, and Truman Medical Centers executives.

ATOPP Summit Registration Now Open
Re-connect with the nation’s leaders in oncology
pharmacy during the Advanced Topics for Oncology
Pharmacy Professionals (ATOPP) Summit, June 24-
26, 2021, at the Phoenician Scottsdale in Phoenix.
Attendees have the option to participate in-person
or virtually to learn how to successfully manage the
clinical, fiscal and operational impact of today’s
cancer therapies. Learn more and register at
www.atoppsummit.com, and connect with ATOPP
Summit on LinkedIn and Twitter (@ATOPPSummit)
using the hashtag #ATOPPSummit to follow updates
important to oncology pharmacy.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

VISANTE AT 340B COALITION
Attending the upcoming virtual
340B Summer Coalition? Make sure
you add these events to your
calendar:

Justin Ott, 340B ACE, Visante VP –
 340B Lessons From the Field (Part
4), Wed., July 28 11 – 11:50 ET
Covered entities use 340B vendors
to support 340B compliance
operations in different ways, and
there are a variety of vendors in
the 340B marketplace offering
support services. This session is
designed for covered entities to
hear vendors' perspectives and
lessons learned from working with
clients on 340B issues

Kristin Fox-Smith, 340B ACE,
Visante SVP, will present at a
Connections Corner during the
conference. Watch this space in
next month's Insider for details.

ICYMI: UCSF Turns Pharmacy
Into a Strategic Asset
Check out this presentation by
UCSF COO Sheila Antrum, UCSF
CPE Desi Kotis, and Visante CEO
Jim Jorgenson at Becker's CEO +
CFO Forum on how to build a high-
performance pharmacy enterprise.
Contact us to learn more about how
we can support your organization
to achieve extraordinary results.
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